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FLORIDA POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY 

PROCUREMENT 
 

INVITATION TO NEGOTIATE 
18-011 ITN 

WEBSITE DESIGN SERVICES 
SUBMITTAL DUE DATE:  

AUGUST 13, 2018, TIME: 2:00 PM ET 

Section I - OVERVIEW           
      

A. General Information and Summary 
 
FLORIDA POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY is a public, research institution with a mission to educate 
students emphasizing Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) in an innovative, 
technology-rich, and interdisciplinary learning environment. The university collaborates with industry 
partners to offer students real-world problem-solving, work experience, applied research and business 
leadership opportunities. Florida Poly prepares students to assume available leadership positions in 
the dynamic technological landscape in Florida, the nation, and the world.  

 
The university’s website (https://floridapoly.edu/) provides additional information, which may be useful to 
the Respondent. 

 
 Florida Poly intends to contract with a firm to provide website design services. 

 
B. Timetable 

 
The anticipated schedule and deadlines for this ITN and contract approval are projected as follows: 

 
Activity Time 

(Eastern Time) 
Date 

Issue ITN N/A 7/12/2018 
Deadline date for written questions 2:00 p.m. 7/26/2018 
Approximately university response to written 
questions 

N/A 8/2/2018 

Submittal Due Date 2:00 p.m. 8/13/2018 
Distribute proposals to Evaluation Team / 
Evaluation Team Meeting 

TBD 8/15/2018 

Evaluation Team Meeting/Selection TBD TBD 
Presentations (if needed) TBD TBD 
Estimated Notice of Intent to Award Complete TBD TBD 
Negotiations TBD TBD 
Legal Review/Approval TBD TBD 
Estimated Contract Begins TBD TBD 

 
 

https://floridapoly.edu/
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C. Contact Person 
 

The Procurement Facilitator and sole contact for this ITN is: 
 

Treasa McLean 
  Title:   Associate Director of Procurement 
  Email:   procurement@floridapoly.edu 
  Phone:   863-874-8583 

Web address:  http://floridapoly.edu/procurement 
 
Respondents are advised that from the date of release of this ITN until award of the contract, no 
contact with university personnel related to this ITN is permitted. All communications are to be 
directed to the Procurement Facilitator listed above. Any such unauthorized contact will result 
in the disqualification of the Respondent’s submittal. 
 
Respondents are fully responsible for obtaining the complete ITN, addenda (if applicable), and 

any other related information by visiting our web site.  It is recommended that you bookmark this 

web site and visit it frequently.  

 

https://floridapoly.edu/about/offices-and-services/procurement/current-competitive-solicitations/ 

 

Explanation(s) desired by respondent(s) regarding the meaning or interpretation of this ITN must be 

requested from the above contact person, by e-mail prior to the deadline date, as stated in above “B. 

Timetable”.  The explanation response will be issued in the form of an Addendum and posted to our 

web site. It is recommended that you bookmark this website and visit it frequently throughout this entire 

process.  

 

Any changes or clarifications to requirements resulting from a pre-submittal conference or subsequent 

written questions shall be issued by official addenda. Respondents should not rely on any 

representations, statements, or explanations other than those made in writing by the university’s sole 

Procurement Facilitator in the official addenda format.  Where there appears to be a conflict between 

the ITN and any addenda issued, the last written addenda shall prevail. 

 
D. Solicitation Documents 

 
1. ITN 18-011 – Solicitation Document 
2. Attachment A:  Affidavit Form  
3. Attachment B:  ITN Terms and Conditions   
4. Attachment C:  Sample Contract 
5. Attachment D:  Minimum Insurance Requirements 

  

mailto:procurement@floridapoly.edu
http://floridapoly.edu/procurement
https://floridapoly.edu/about/divisions-and-departments/procurement/current-competitive-solicitations/
https://floridapoly.edu/about/divisions-and-departments/procurement/current-competitive-solicitations/
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Section II - SCOPE OF SERVICES 
             

A. Scope of Services Summary 
 
This ITN is for Website Design Services.  FLORIDA POLY would like to contract with a web 

design/development company to build a new university website that better meets the needs of the 

organization and serves as a comprehensive university website. This project is in alignment with the 

university's strategic goal to build awareness and advocacy for FLORIDA POLY. An effective website 

will allow us to educate and inform the public about who we are and will provide information for all of 

our stakeholders, including prospective students and families, current students and families, current 

and prospective faculty and staff, alumni, partners, donors, and the general public. 

B. Objective 
 
We are seeking professional services to design FLORIDA POLY's public-facing website 

(floridapoly.edu). FLORIDA POLY seeks a world class web presence that meets the following 

objectives: 

1. Provides high quality user experience via all devices (desktop, mobile, etc.) 

2. Supports collection, analysis, and implementation of sophisticated analytics  

3. Serves the interests and information needs of all of the university's constituents including several 
weekly news publications 

4. Supports digital marketing efforts 

5. Incorporates leading-edge design strategies and multi-media capabilities to visually reinforce the 
university's mission as a leading high-tech STEM (science, technology, math and engineering) 
university 

6. Meets present information architecture Web standards and conventions with built-in potential to 
accommodate future Web developments 

7. Is agile and scalable and can be easily maintained and updated by designated persons across the 
university via a role-based content management system 

 

C. Project Overview 
 
The vendor will work with FLORIDA POLY to create a project plan, including implementation timelines, 

task lists and a content migration plan. Our goal is to launch this new website within 6-8 months. While 

some of the content may be used from the current website, we anticipate that some of the new content 

for the website will need to be rewritten.  

We will need to work together to develop and/or incorporate the Web projects and applications requiring 

special handling, including: 

1. IFRAMED Pages: Pages in the Content Management System (CSM) will need to be created which 
render a specified URL in an IFRAME using a specified height and width. 
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2. Redirection: The CMS will need to support arbitrary redirection, where any URL pattern (including 
wildcards) can be redirected to any other URL to support existing URLs on the website which will 
change over time. 

3. Short URLs:  The CMS will need to support the ability to create short URLs similar to the bit.ly 
service. 

4. External Data:  In addition to content created in the CMS, the website needs the ability to render 
content stored in external sources including LDAP directories, SQL Server databases, and 
RSS/XML feeds. This content will not be edited in the CMS but should be served from the CMS 
using a batch import, real-time query, or other process. Desired: SQL Server databases, RSS/XML 
feeds, iCal, and Web APIs. 

5. Emergency Page Caching:  The campus emergency page will require a caching strategy to ensure 
it can remain available under extremely heavy load (such as during an acute campus emergency). 
This situation might include redirecting every page on the website to this page, and even shutting 
down the remainder of the website to preserve the ability to serve this page as necessary. 

 

D. Functionality 
 

The site shall include the following functionality: 

a. Utilize responsive design or other principles to ensure a satisfying and consistent experience for 
all site visitors regardless of the type of device used to view and/or navigate the site. 

b. Engage with current and future digital media campaigns and incorporate call-to-action 
functionality. 

c. Support the ability to integrate with external form systems. 

d. Support easy creation of multi-media galleries. 

e. Tools to ensure the university is in compliance with state laws regarding public information. 

f. Support the display of FLORIDA POLY maintained social media properties, including but not 
limited to: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, LinkedIn and Snapchat. 

g. Ability to enter html code as may be necessary (ex: YouTube video links that allow content to be 
played directly on the site). 

h. Web form functionality that allows document and multi-media uploads and integrates with a 
payment gateway. 

i. Web search platform for the site. 

(1) Web-based administration interface with no client-based components which is functional 
on all modern web browsers. 

(2) The ability to index HTML and multiple document formats - Microsoft Word, Excel, 
PowerPoint, Adobe PDF, etc. 

(3) Field-based indexing, where a single document can be broken up into multiple fields. 

(4) Strongly-typed indexing, where fields can be validated and searched as unique data types 
(numbers, dates, etc.) 

(5) The ability to both self-discover content (crawl) and index supplied content on-demand. 

(6) Index-time weighting, where individual fields can have a search weight applied at index-
time. 

(7) Document weighting, where individual documents can have a search weight applied at 
index-time. 
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(8) Word stemming, where words can be indexed under their stemmed form to account for 
plurals and verb forms. 

(9) Stop words, where specified words can be excluded from the index. 

(10) Search-time weighting, where fields can have a search weight applied at search time. 

(11) REST-like, SOAP, JSON or other programmatic access for search results. 

(12) Permission-based result filtering. 

(13) Date-based result filtering. 

(14) Field-specific result sorting. 

(15) Faceted results, where results can be grouped based on field values. 

(16) Spell checking, where the index can return suggestions for queried terms. 

a) Social sharing via AddThis, Share This, or a similar service. 

b) News content creation and management within CMS. 

c) Live chat capability. 

d) Full control of the ability for FLORIDA POLY to create, edit and publish landing pages 
and site pages. 

e) Option of functionality for users to be able to comment on blogposts and/or other types 
of content. 

f) Support of multiple languages on the site if desired. 

g) Full control of an academics/events calendar that supports dynamic content. 

h) Allow FLORIDA POLY to control what images we choose for our social media platforms 
and allow space for more than four different social media platforms (growth). 

i) Integration with all university systems, including EMS, Wordpress, CAMS, Canvas, 
Workday, SalesForce, and Pardot. 

j) CMS that allows content to be pulled from other databases, content systems, e.g., 
course schedules or rotations, program offerings, etc., to appear on the site. 

k) Ability to splash announcements that show on all pages (mobile and desktop) in cases 
of emergency, course cancellations or any other impactful event like weather, etc. and 
integrates with the university’s emergency alert notification system. 

l) Provide information on available maintenance options for the continuing improvement 
of the designed web site. 

m) FLORIDA POLY expects that the vendor will assist in the development of a content 
management strategy for the university to ensure consistent and updated information 
for the website. 

n) Make recommendations for a CMS that can accommodate requirements. Install and 
configure role-based content management system that provides infrastructure for up 
to five levels (admin, editor, reviewer, etc.),including creating procedures, environment, 
documentation, and workflow processes and provide training to selected university 
employees. Vendor must assist with migration of existing or newly created content into 
new infrastructure.  Must work with the university's existing sign-on procedures for 
employees. 
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E. Content Management System  
 
Key CMS requirements include: 

1. Must be user-friendly for content editors who are unfamiliar with web programming; 

2. Spell check for content editors; 

3. Keep track of content owners; 

4. Track and list pages that have been updated or changed within a specified time; 

5. Ability to track page revisions as well as reve1i to previous revisions as necessary; 

6. Allow custom features to be added using common tools such as PHP, ASP.NET, etc.; 

7. Use template architecture; 

8. Use templates based on web standards; 

9. Content approval process designed for many contributors with few approvers; 

10. Scheduled content publishing and expiration; 

11. Role based permissions with the ability to limit an author's rights to modify sites, subsites, templates, 
and/or stylesheets; 

12. Link management system capable of updating all links in the CMS when a page is renamed or moved. 
The system should also be able to produce a broken link report; 

13. Ability to upload multiple files at one time; 

14. Support user authentication via LDAP or ADFS (ADFS strongly preferred) 

a) Specify any additional CMS modules (including costs) required to enable or support features and 
functions included in RFP response. 

b) Work with FLORIDA POLY to develop a technical implementation plan, including installation, 
testing and training in development, test and production environments. 

c) Implement the CMS plan as described above. 

d) Provide information on available options for on-going maintenance of the CMS and end-user 
training. 

e) Design new home page, second and third level pages, following FLORIDA POLY brand identity 
guidelines. Establish template and style guidelines for lower level pages, including standards for 
common page elements such as tables, lists, photos, captions, highlight boxes, etc. Design 
templates that can be used by academic and other departmental websites. 

f) Provide templates that are consistent in layout and navigation that will serve the university's 
audiences. FLORIDA POLY will identify areas of the university which serve unique audiences 
and may require a variation or individual design to appeal to that audience (i.e. Foundation, 
Florida Industrial and Phosphate Research Institute). The exact number and type of templates, 
including how many static and dynamic templates, will not be known until the site architecture 
and wireframes are complete. 

(1)  Known requirements: 

i. Homepage similar in complexity to our current site 

ii. Static templates containing header, navigation and body content  

iii. Dynamic template containing content which is pulled from a database, such as a 
calendar or list of news stories 

(2) Template Requirements: 
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i. Templates must be Section 508 compliant for accessibility 

ii. Templates must be able to easily integrate with search engine for indexing 

15. Design wireframes showing rough layout of content and navigate on for home page, 6-8 key second 
level pages, and 10-12 key third-level pages. Validate effectiveness of wireframes in a mutually 
agreed-upon way. Describe methodology for validation. Wireframes are here defined as rough page 
designs showing the general layout and proportion of page elements such as header, navigation and 
content. They do not necessarily include any visual style or application or brand identity, color, etc. 

16. Recommend and execute an acceptable redesign of the university website that has cross- browser 
compatibility and is W3C, WAI, and ADA compliant. The new design must strictly adhere to accepted 
design standards. Use of multimedia technologies is acceptable but should not impede or delay 
access to content. 

F. Other Requirements 
a. The vendor will assist FLORIDA POLY in transitioning the site from staging server to a FLORIDA 

POLY production server. Production includes placement and styling of all content and images, 
implementing links and navigation as required to make the page fully functional within the web 
site.  

b. FLORIDA POLY is evaluating the continuation of on premise hosting versus cloud hosting. 
Provide two options for the hosting of the website and CMS, one option for hosting on premise, 
and a second option for hosting in the cloud. For each option, provide an assessment of the 
strengths and weaknesses.  

 

G. Reports and Project Control Outline 
 
The Company will be required to provide the report types below: 

1. Task Plan. A comprehensive plan for each step of the process that identifies the work involved, the 
resource requirements, and the time allotted to each element and the deliverable items to be 
produced. Where appropriate, a PERT or GANTT chart display should be used to show project 
process and time relationship. 

2. Status Report. A weekly discussion by phone focused on the progress covering activities, problems 
and recommendations; the report must be keyed to the work plan developed as part of the ITN Reply, 
as approved by the University. 

3. Problem Identification Report. An “as required” report, identifying problem areas. The report must 
describe the problem and its impact on the overall project and on each affected task. It must list 
possible courses of action with advantages and disadvantages of each, and include 
recommendations with supporting rationale. 

4. Final Reports for Major Milestones. Contractor will be required to submit copies of their final report 
for each major milestone or project phase as appropriate. Final reports must be submitted in the 
following format: 

a. Summary of the result of the study or service in terminology that will be meaningful to management 
and others generally familiar with the subject areas. 

b. Describe data collection and analytical and other techniques used during the analysis/study. 

c. Summarize findings, conclusions and recommendations developed in each task. 

d. Include all supporting documentation; e.g., flow charts, forms, questionnaires, etc. 

e. Recommend a time‐phased work plan for implementing all recommendations, and outline of 
resources needed and who will complete the work. 
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H. Services Matrix 
 
This section is to be completed by Companies responding to the ITN. 

DIRECTIONS: FLORIDA POLY will be partnering with a Company that is to provide the following 
services. Respond in the space provided next to each service requirement with as much detail as 
necessary to allow FLORIDA POLY to evaluate your knowledge, skills and experience with the stated 
requirement. Responses such as “complies” or “agrees” are not sufficient. 

 

Services Matrix 

UNIVERSITY REQUIREMENTS COMPANY RESPONSE 
Responses such as “complied” or “agrees” are not 
sufficient. 

Describe How Company Will: 

Assist in developing a comprehensive website 
strategy 

 

Develop overarching information architecture for 
site‐wide management  

 

Review current CMS capabilities and recommend options 
for improvement/alternatives 

 

Create browser/OS‐independent framework that is 
mobile‐friendly and 508/WAI compliant. 

 

Create design standards and supporting web design 
layouts. 

 

Develop templates, style sheets, example pages, 
guidelines and best practices. 

 

Develop strategy to maintain search‐friendly indexing 
and SEO. 

 

Recommend best practices for website hosting, whether 
in‐house or cloud based. 

 

Assist in development of user management standards.  

Create and assist in management of a phased 
implementation – alpha, beta, go live. 

 

Include the names and résumés of the individuals who 
will be assigned to provide these services to the 
University. 
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Section III - SPECIAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
             

 
A. Term of Contract  

It is estimated the website design from start to finish will take approximately one year to complete. 
 
B. Insurance  
 The respondent shall include written evidence of the appropriate insurance coverage with the 

proposal. During the term of the contract, the successful Respondent must provide, pay for, and 
maintain professional insurance in the following amounts:   

 
 The minimum Insurance requirements for this procurement reside in Attachment D which is 

incorporated by reference herein.  
 

Upon notification of intent of award to the successful Respondent, an original ACORD certificate of 
insurance for the coverage described above must be received by FLORIDA POLY Procurement with the 
appropriate identification. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[Left Intentionally Blank] 
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Section IV - ITN INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONS  
 
  

A. ITN Information 
 

1. Proposals must be made in the official name of the firm or individual under which business is 
conducted and must be signed by a person duly authorized to legally bind the person, partnership, 
company or corporation submitting the proposal.  The submittal of a proposal by a Respondent will 
be considered by FLORIDA POLY as constituting an offer by the Respondent to provide the 
services for FLORIDA POLY at the rates provided therein.  

 
2. Respondents shall be of known reputation, shall have sufficient experience, and qualified personnel 

to adequately perform the prescribed service.   
 

3. By submitting a proposal, the Respondent agrees to be governed by the terms and conditions as 
set forth in this document, to include all attachments. Any proposal containing variations from terms 
and conditions set forth herein may, at the sole discretion of the University, render such proposal 
as unresponsive. 

 
4. All provisions of this Invitation To Negotiate and the successful Respondent's proposal, as mutually 

agreed upon by subsequent negotiation, provide the specifications for, and obligations of both 
parties to be executed by any duly authorized representative(s). The following shall constitute the 
contract agreement. 

 
a) FLORIDA POLY ITN document  

b) All addenda issued pursuant thereto  

c) The Recruiter’s proposal 

d) FLORIDA POLY Contract to include all clarifications and negotiated modifications to The 
Recruiter’s proposal  

 
B. Submittal Instructions 

  
1. Each response is to be submitted VIA EMAIL ONLY. 

2. One (1) electronic copy of the original. 

3. Respondents shall format their responses utilizing the following Tab, Topics, Lettering, and 
Numbering system with requested information contained in each as specified within this ITN in 
Section IV.C.  

4. Responses due by the date/time indicated on the Timeline, Section I.B. 

5. All information and required submittals requested shall be in typed form and included in your 
written response. Responses shall not refer the university to electronic media such as website, 
cd’s, disks, or tapes in order to obtain the required information or submittals. 

6. Information submitted that is not requested by the university may be considered to be 
supplemental, and not subject to evaluation by the committee members. 

7. Failure to comply may result in a negative review of your response and may place your response 
in jeopardy. 

8. Any information or required submittals which due to size or binding cannot be incorporated 
following the proper tab may be submitted separately.  The location of the information should 
be provided following the numbered tab. 
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9. All required signed and completed copies of the response with the signed Affidavit Form 
(Attachment A) must be e-mailed to: 

10. All addenda (if applicable) must be signed and submitted with your response. 
 

 
bids@floridapoly.edu 

 
 
C. Responses Must Include  

 
1. Tab A  Essential Documents 

a) Affidavit Form (Attachment A) signed by authorized individual 

b) Signed addenda, if any 

c) Any required license(s) or other required document(s) 

 
2. Tab B  Executive Overview 

a) Disclose general information about your company including information regarding years 
and type of experience of the company. 

b) Provide a description of the standard services offered by the company and its ability to 
provide consulting services as outlined in this solicitation. 

c) Provide a listing of professional organizations of which the firm is a member. 

d) Include copies of the two most recent financial and annual reports for the company. 

e) Disclose if the company has ever declared bankruptcy.  If yes, attach a statement indicating 
the bankruptcy date, court jurisdiction, trustees’ name, telephone number, amount of 
liabilities, amount of assets, and current status of the bankruptcy. 

f) Attach detailed information regarding any litigation or claims of more than $5,000.  

 
3. Tab C  Service Description  

a) Provide a description of the approach the respondent will take in providing the services 
outlined in this solicitation by completing Service Matrix found in Section 2.H. 

b) Provide list of “deliverables” to accomplish proposed outcome. 

c) Provide project timeline and milestones to coincide with deliverables. 

 
4. Tab D  Value Added 

Provide a description of other considerations firm will provide in support of the University’s 
mission such as scholarships, internships, sponsorship of University activities, University 
promotional opportunities, etc. 

 
5. Tab E  References 

Provide at least three references to whom you have provided the same or similar services for 
within the last 3–5 years. Each reference should include the Company Name, Contact Name, 
Current Phone Number, and E-mail address.  
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6. Tab F  Consultant/Contractor Contract 

[IMPORTANT NOTICE]  
Review Attachment C for the University’s standard contract to be issued to the awarded 
Respondent.  If applicable, list any objections to specific contract terms and provide 
requested replacement contract language.  The University reserves the right to accept or 
reject any suggested replacement contract language. The University may also lower your 
evaluation rating based on the number and severity of exceptions taken.  Although some 
minor revisions and clarifications may be accepted, the University intends that the 
successful firm will be required to execute the University’s agreement as written and 
attached. Respondents are warned against saving their objections to the University 
Agreement language until negotiations, as this may be cause for your elimination of 
further consideration. Any/all objections must be identified in your written response. 

 
7. Tab H  Addenda 

 All addenda (if applicable) shall be signed and submitted with your response.  
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Section V - EVALUATION, NEGOTIATION, AND CONTRACT AWARD 
 
 

A. Evaluation Process  
 
1. Each response will be reviewed by the Office of Procurement to determine whether it is 

responsive to the submission requirements outlined in the ITN.  A responsive submittal is one 
which has: 
a) Followed the requirements of the ITN 
b) Includes all documentation (including, but not limited to, the signed Affidavit Form, 

Attachment A) 
c) Submitted in the format outlined in the ITN 
d) Submitted prior to the due date and time 
e) Has the appropriate signatures as required on each document.   
 

2. Failure to comply with these requirements may put your response at risk of being rejected as 
“non-responsive”. 

 
3. Submittals fulfilling the basic requirements shall be referred to an Evaluation Committee for 

review and further consideration.  The responses to this ITN will be independently evaluated by 
an Evaluation Committee on the basis of the written submittals and additional written information 
as requested. If they are determined to be necessary, the Evaluation Committee will conduct 
additional oral interviews.  

 
B. Evaluation Criteria and Weight 

 
1. The Evaluation Committee will rank each submittal utilizing the following criteria: 

     
a. Experience Overview/References   25 % 
b. Service Description     50 %  
c. Pricing/Cost      20 % 
d. Value Added        5 % 

                     100 % 
 

2. The Evaluation Committee will carefully review the responses and each member shall 
independently review all responses relative to the above listed criteria.  The Committee shall 
meet to collectively discuss their analyses of the responses and to then formulate a 
recommendation. 

 
3. Using the process above, the Evaluation Committee may recommend that one or more firms be 

invited to participate in negotiations with the Negotiation Team. 
 
4. All Respondents are hereby advised that the University may determine that oral interviews, 

additional written information, and/or any other information may be requested at any time during 
the evaluation process.  Internal staff analysis and presentations, outside consultants, and any 
other resources may be utilized to assist in the selection of the Best Value Respondent(s).   

 
 

C. Negotiations and Contract Award  
 
1. The Negotiation Committee will evaluate each financial proposal within the context of each 

Respondent’s complete response. The Negotiation Committee may enter into negotiations with 
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multiple Respondents in order to achieve the most effective contract for the University. The 
University reserves the right to negotiate concurrently or separately with competing 
Respondents. The University reserves the right to reject any and all proposals or portions thereof. 
The University reserves the right to withdraw this ITN or a portion of this ITN without making an 
award. The award recommendation will be made on a Best Value basis to the firm deemed to 
have the most advantageous “Best and Final Offer” presented. 

 
2. The University will not be required to select the lowest cost Respondent. The University may 

award a contract on the basis of initial offers received, without discussion.  Therefore, each initial 
offer should contain the Respondent’s best terms from a cost, price and technical standpoint.  
The University reserves the right to award without negotiation if deemed in the best interest of 
the University.   

 
3. Negotiations offer an opportunity for the selected respondents to discuss their offers with the 

University negotiators and ultimately present a “Best and Final offer” and details that support their 
business model.  The goal of this negotiation process is to identify the optimal outcome or the 
solution that best meets the needs of FLORIDA POLY.  

 
4. Representatives of the respondent(s) selected to participate in negotiation(s) shall be first 

required to submit written authorization from the company CEO or CFO attesting to the 
fact that the company’s lead negotiator is authorized to bind the company to the terms 
and conditions agreed to during negotiations and as contained in the offeror’s best and 
final offer. Such authorization will be requested prior to meeting with the Negotiation Committee, 
and the provision of such authorization will be a prerequisite to continuation in the ITN process.  
Company negotiators shall enter the negotiations prepared to speak on behalf of the company. 
The University reserves the right to immediately terminate negotiations with any company whose 
representatives are not empowered to, or who will not, make decisions during the negotiation 
session. Companies are reminded that the University may elect not to solicit a best and final offer 
from any company whose representative(s) have been unable or unwilling to commit to decisions 
reached during the verbal negotiation process. 

 
5. If the University determines that a company awarded a contract based on this ITN does not honor 

all agreements reached during the negotiations, and as contained in the subsequent “Best and 
Final Offer”, the University reserves the right to immediately cancel the award, and to place the 
company on the University’s suspended vendor list.   

 
6. Time is of the essence and therefore the University retains the right to cease negotiations with 

any/all firms that do not respond to negotiation issues on a timely basis. FLORIDA POLY may 
reject offers that are determined to not be reasonably supportable. FLORIDA POLY reserves the 
right to select, and subsequently recommend for award, the proposed equipment/service which 
best meets its required needs, quality levels, and budget constraints.  
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